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AUSTRACT
The methods of formulatinp:, implementing, and evaluatinp; a
conservation program in a commercial buildinp, or light industrial
plant are examined in this paper. The results of one case studv
are also presented.
In commercial and light industrial applications, most energy
is consumed to maintain proper environmental conditions; lirht
levels, heat levels, and fresh air levels. Most buildings today
expend too much energy on these services. A co-ordinated program
to maintain environmental conditions at levels nointed out in this
report could save as much as 20'^, each year in energy consumption.
This report presents a method that can be used by many commer-
cial and light industrial concerns to establish a conservation
program. Guidlines are presented that can be used to examine
environmental conditions and determine hov; they must be changed.
A system of program analysis is also presented.

Results of this study show that savlnp; 70"^ Is possible,
but motivation of the company and workforce will be a problem,
Tlie report also concludes that new buildlnp,s can be made more
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- I . Soluti ons to the Energy Crisis
The energy crisis may be attacked in several ways, and It is
most convenient to class them In the three following categories.
A. New Energy Sources
We must find new sources of energy. T'hese may be more of
the oil and gas we use so much of now, or they may be complete-
ly new sources of power such as solar energy.
B. Improved Conservation Efficiency
We must make the conversion of energy from oil or gas to
electricity or other more familiar forms of useable energy
as efficient and as economical as possible.
C. Better Use-Habit s
We must change consumer's use-habits so that whatever the
source of energy he uses it as wisely and sparingly as possible
There is much that can be done to find new sources of energy.
Exploration for more oil and gas can be Increased. Methods can be
perfected to liquify and gasify coal and make it a clean environ-
mentally acceptable fuel. Oil shale can be developed. This will
provide more conventional oil and gas. Solar energy, nuclear power,
and fusion reactors will provide us with energy sources that are
not so dependent on expendable resources. Unfortunately, all these




Oil and, to a certain extent, gas are not used directly by man
in the form in which they are extracted from the earth. They must
be converted to some other useful form of energy: gasoline, heating
oil, electricity, mechanical work, etc. The second category of
solutions to our energy problems involves improving this conversion
efficiency and making it more economically able to produce environ-
mentally acceptable clean fuels. Most of these conversion devices,
when operated properly, are as efficient as the present state of
the art allows. This efficiency can be improved with time, but it
also is not a short term solution to the energy crisis.
It is the inefficient use and poor maintenance of existing
machinery that causes the greatest inefficiency in the conversion
process. To improve this, one must tell the people operating the
machines how best to do the Job.
The third category of solutions to our energy problems deals
with this inefficient use of existing machines. These are the short
term solutions, and they deal with the public and how it uses the
final energy products.
Over the past several years, companies specializing in telling
industries how to reduce their energy consumption have shown that
reductions as large as 20 percent are possible without effecting
the industry's production (1)*. If energy waste as large as this
can be generalized to all consumers, elimination of this waste would
* Number in parentheses refers to references contained on page.
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certainly reduce the magnitude of our energy shortages. A short
term solution then to our energy problems is to eliminate this waste
by providing the public with conservation programs that will allow
it to consume energy more efficiently.
A combination of all the solutions to the energy crisis is of
course what la needed, but one must realize the time frame involved.
Only the last set of solutions is short term and can help Immediately.
This report will deal only with these short term solutions.
l-II The Short Term Solutions
The short term solution to the energy crisis is to change and
improve the public's use-habits of existing energy supplies. This
category of solutions can be broken into two parts: one dealing with
the machines, operating procedures, and hardware, and the other deal-
ing with the people who operate the hardware. It is relatively easy
to analyze the consumption hardware and recommend changes and new
procedures that will consume less energy, but these procedures are
worthless if the people are not motivated to follow them. Each prob-
lem is unique and must be treated separately.
This report will not deal in detail with the problems of nub-
ile motivation. An example of the rise and fall of motivation through
an energy "crisis" will be given, and some general conclusions will
be drawn in the final chapter regarding motivation and possible solu-
tions to the problem. It is sufficient to say that one must realize
motivation is an integral part of any conservation program and it
-11-

must be given serious consideration.
The procedure and hardware aspects of the short term solutions
are much more tangible than the motivation problems. These solu-
tions can all be formulated by an examination process that can be
termed "modify the machine, modify the end product".







Increasing the amount of energy supplied to the machine is not a
short term solution to energy shortage problems. Therefore, one must
concentrate his effort on the "machine", the "waste", and the "end
product". Several things can be done. The waste can be reduced by
either modifying the machine or operating it differently to use less
energy. Or, the end product; heat, cooling, work manufactured goods
etc., can be changed if necessary to reduce energy consumption. It
is this general analytical approach that will be applied in Chapter
2 to give one a general solution technique that can be applied to




This report will deal only with the short term solutions to
the energy crisis as they apply to the use-habits of a manufacturing
plant. A step by step method of formulating and implementing a
conservation program in a light manufacturing or commercial building
is not available. This work was undertaken to provide this infor-
mation. There is also littJe quantative information available on
expected savings from any conservation program. This report will
provide an example of a conservation program in action for a large
manufacturing plant and will give a comparison of pro.jected vs. ac-
tual results of this program.
Aside from the obvious objective of conserving as much as possi-
ble without interrupting production in the particular plant studied
the following are this report's objectives:
A. To provide a general method of attacking a conservation
program. This report will outline a method to analyze an
energy consumption system, and determine what can be done to
conserve energy.
B. To provide soecific details on formulating a conservation
program in a manufacturing plant. A complete analysis will be
made of an existing plant and the results presented.
C. To provide a list of expected large energy consuming devices
so that anyone can look at his particular application and know
which machines he should study first.
D. To provide the specific mathematical and analytical tools
-13-

needed to conduct a detailed study.
E. To provide the methods of analyzing conservation prop;ram
results and determining energy savings.
F. To promote the spirit of a "new way" of looking at a
building, both existing and new construction, as an energy using
system that must be made to work as efficiently as possible.
In short, this report provides the tools necessary to formulate,
install, and evaluate a conservation program, and gives a detailed
example of the process.
1-IV Report Outline
Chapter 2 details the general procedures to be used in setting
up an energy conservation program in a manufacturing plant. Most of
the programs are concerned with saving energy with environmental
services equipment.
Chapter 3 is an example of the procedures of Chapter 2 applied
to a real situation. This chapter explains an actual conservation
program through its formulation and implementation phases.
Chapter H presents the results of the conservation programs with
the savings broken into three major categories; heating savings, air
change savings, and miscellaneous savings.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the report with some sugges-







2-1 Manufacturing Plant Conservation
The total national energy consumption breaks down as follows;
l^.H percent for commercial building services, 19.2 percent for
residential services, ^1.2 percent for Industrial processes, and
25.2 percent for transportation (2). From the residential and com-
mercial services, 20.4 percent of the national energy consumption
Is for heating and air conditioning alone. A 20 percent reduction
in this heating and air conditioning requirements would save a total
of k percent of the annual energy requirements. Cutting the indust-
rial process requirements by a like 20 percent would save a additional
8.2 percent. These two actions alone would save 12.2 percent annu-
ally and they are both considered easily obtainable.
One only has to open the Sunday papers or pick up the latest
utility company brochure to find a list of ten to tvjenty energy
saving ideas. These ideas are sound and they can be applied to many
situations. The trouble is, no one knows exactly how much these ac-
tions will save in a particular application, nor how much they will
interact. Since the end result, the savings, is the measure of any
conservation program's success, these questions must be answered
before a conservation plan is Instituted. .
This chapter is a general outline that may be followed to formu-
late and institute a conservation program. It gives the general pieces
-I'")-

of a program and tells how to make them fit a particular application.
A technique to estimate savings before the program Is started and
to measure actual savings after the program Is Instituted will be
presented.
One thing will become clear In a conservation study like this;
every application Is unique. The programs may be made up of the
same general parts, but the proportions and results will be differ-
ent In every case. The machinery that accomplishes the same tasks
In two different plants will not be the same. It will either be
manufactured by a different manufacturer or controlled by different
controls. It will be In different surroundings, and It will certain-
ly be operated by different people with different operating techniques.
In order to optimize, or fit, a program to a particular building or
plant, a careful study must be made. The person or persons formu-
lating the conservation program must understand the particular buil-
ding.
2-II Program Study Outline
The following outline contains the steos necessary to com-
plete a conservation study and get a conservation program working
In any plant.
A. The plant being studied must first be throughly understood.
The work force, the products manufactured, the energy consumed, and
the machines that consume the energy must be Identified.
B. Historical energy use data must be collected and analyzed.
-If'-

This information will .a;ive an lnsip,ht Into howmuch enerp;y is
being used and, in a very general sense, for what it is being
used
.
C. The building's energy consumers must be ranked in very
broad categories such as lighting, heating, cooling ventila-
tion, and manufacturing, so that the areas that consume the most
can be identified and examined first.
D. The building's heat gains and heat losses must be analysed.
Heat and cooling will use a significant part of the energy con-
sumed, therefore one must know how much energy is required for
these fuctions.
E. New operating procedures must be made and equipment modi-
fications recommended. Estimates must be made of how much
these changes will save.
F. Finally, the savings program must be implemented and its
results evaluated. After the evaluation one can then modify
the program, if needed, for refinement, and set up the organi-
zation necessary to see that the program continues to work.
2-III Understanding the Plant
The first order of business for anyone making a conservation
study is to throughly understand the plant being studied. A check
list of questions such as that in Appendix A will helo him gather
needed information. One should at first try to understand the broad
questions of - How much energy is used? In what form? Where is the




The energy consumed by the building will fall into two general
categories. One is the energy used in direct production support.
The other is the energy used to maintain plant environmental con-
ditions, hereafter called environmental services energy. How this
energy split applies to one particular plant should be determined
first.
On the average, this energy solit for industrial and commercial
concerns is 26 percent for environmental services and 7^ nercent for
production support (3). When one removes heavy Industry; primary
metals, chemical, and oil refining operations, from this category,
they use about half of the energy consumed and it all goes to
product support, the split for the remaining commercial and light
industrial consumers becomes 52 percent for environmental services
and 48 percent for production support. As one can see, the majo-
rity of commercial and light industrial cases use more energy for
environmental services than for production support.
This report will deal in much more detail with the energy con-
servation actions possible with environmental services because they
are relatively easy to generalize and they represent the largest
energy consumer in the majority of plants. The production suooort
process is not easy to generalize, but none the less, if its energy




2-IV Analyzing the Plants Historical Energy Use Data
When one analyzes the nlant's oast enerp;v use data, he is try-
ing to learn a little more about the nlant and exnand the base on
which he will build the conservation program. The use data can tell
several things. It can point out seasonal variations that can be
tied to heating and cooling. It can show how much power manufactu-
ring consumes by daily variation. And, the analysis is the only
step that will tell exactly how much energy has been used in the past,
2-IV-A Sources of Data
Historical information will be available in several forms.
Electrical data will probably be the most complete. For most plants
there will be a permanent recording device that continuously records
average KVA used in a 15 or 30 minute period, depending on the meter.
This record, usually a paper tape, will be kept either at the plant
or the electric utility company. This is probably the only record
that can provide an hour by hour accounting of energy use.
For gas and oil, the monthly meter readings on bills will
have to provide use data. There is not normally any finer grain in-
formation available for these two sources of energy. For reasons
that will become apparent when analysis of this data is discussed,
this bill information will orobably be adequate.
One will also need weather data for the analysis. Most of this
information can be collected from a local air oort or utility company
One will need both an hour by hour temperature accounting for the
electrical analysis and a mean degree days ner day information for
-19-

the oil and gas analysis.
2-IV-B Analysis
2- IV-B ( 1 ) Electrical Data Analysis
Electrical Information will come In the form of a tape record-
ing average KVA over a 15 or 30 minute period. The Information must'
be converted from KVA reading to KW reading with the building's nower
factor. In most cases the power factor is so near 1.0 that no con-
version will be necessary.
Since the electrical power for a building is used for many tasks
it is necessary to use all of the detail available in the taoes for
the analysis particularly if electricity is used for heating. The
tape data should be graphed, on an hourly basis with 2^ hours on a
' graph, for representative periods of a year. These graphs can then
be used to see seasonal and dally variations. Those days when the
outside temperature is from 60 to 65°F should have no heating or
cooling requirements. This is a very rough approximation. If a
building is quite large and has areas of very high heat gain, it is
quite possible to have both air conditioning and heating required at
I
the same warm outside temperature. The coldest days in the middle
of winter should represent maximum heating. The difference of the
average KW for these days will give an indication of the amount of
energy that goes into heating. If one divides this difference by
the difference in outside temperature on those days, one will get
a rough idea of how heating requirements vary with outside tempera-
ture. Once again the accuracy of this approximation depends on
-20-

Ithe uniformity of the building's internal heat Rains. If they are
very uniform, this should be a close approximation.
The same process can be carried out for cooling with warm days
in mid-summer used as a cooling day maximum. There are other tech-
niques, such as regression analyses, that can be used to examine the
information, but the object of the analysis is the same; to get an
idea where the energy is being consumed and in what proportions.
As well as how this power consumption varies with weather and pro-
duction conditions.
2-IV-B(ii) Oil and Gas Data Analysis
In most commercial and light industrial cases, oil and gas is
used for heating. For this reason, monthly bill information will
suffice for use analysis. A good indication of how use varies with
outside temperature, the object of the oil and gas data analysis is
obtained by normalizing the monthly bill use data, to the number of
degree days in the billing period. The result, the number of gallons
or cubic feet per degree day, will be a bench mark against which
future conservation programs can be Judged. Any changes in the heat-
ing requirements of the building caused by conservation programs will
show a drop in the energy per degree day.
2-IV-C Production Changes
For a complete analysis one should also note any production
changes or work force changes that took place during the evaluation
period. These changes might have caused increases in power consump-
tion and the magnitude of the change compared with the production
-21-

change can provide Information about the manufacturlnp; process . In
the case of electrical energy, the manufacturing load will show up
as the constant dally variation of KW readings.
2-V Ranking of Energy Consumers
By the time historical use information has been analyzed, ener-
gy consumers should be able to be ranked according to their share
of the total annual energy use. It will then be obvious which
general category of consumer uses the most energy and offers the
greatest potential for savings. It is suggested that environmental
services should be addressed first if they consume over 45 percent
of the annual energy bill. The savings programs associated with
these areas are much easier to formulate than production support
programs and they offer immediate results.
2-VI Analysis of the Building's Heat Loss
This is a step that is specialized to the heating and cooling
system analysis but it is a mojor tool for formulating most savings
programs, therefore it is presented in this separate section. The
objective of the analysis is to calculate from building characteris-
tics how much heat is lost or gained by the plant building during
certain outside weather conditions. And, most important, where the
heat is lost. The analysis of historical usage data cannot give
the detailed information.
Heat can be lost or gained by two major methods. First it can
be simply trasnferred through the exterior wall or outer surface of
-22-

the building. Second, it can be brought into or taken from the
building with hot or cold air. The first mechanism is limited by
the insulating quality of the building, the second by the air tight-
ness of the building.
2-VI-A Heat Transfer Through the Building's Outer Surface
The conduction heat loss can be very simply estimated by exam-
ining the building construction and then putting the results into
the conduction heat transfer equation.
Q = e U A AT
Q = Heat loss or gained per unit time (BTU/HR)
U = Heat transfer coefficient (BTU/HR-°F-Ft^
)
A = Area of heat transfer surface (Ft^)
AT = Temperature difference between outside and inside (°F)
Table 2.1 lists some representative U factors for various mat-
erials and surfaces. Detailed information can be found in the
National Electrical Manufacturing Association Manual for Electric
Comfort and Heating jH) and the ASHRAE Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning Guide ( 5 )
.
K In order to use this equation, one must break the building down
into like heat and transfer areas, find a U factor for these areas,
multiply the U factor by the A for all these sections, and add the
UA product for all sections to get a final UA for the building. This
UA for the building will now allow estimation of the reduction in heat
loss that will be effected by lowering inside temperature. Finally,
-23-

If one estimates the overall efficiency of the heating system, this
UA value can be used to determine energy savings.
It is important to note that the heat loss in a building,
assuming constant UA, is linear with AT. In other words, lowering
AT by a particular percentage on any given day will lower heating
requirements by that same percentage. This simple relation can be
fused to estimate savings in the preliminary analysis.
2-VI-B Air Change Heat Loss
The heat lost or gained by the air exchange, from the building
to the outside, can also be determined by a relatively simple pro-
cess. First an estimate of the number of hourly air changes the
building experiences must be made. This information must be ex-
tracted from the building manufaturer 's design information, or it
can be estimated. If the building has installed exhausts, the com-
bined rated exhaust capacity should be very close to the amount of
air pumped from the building, assuming no excessive leakage at win-
dows and doors. This number, usually in cubic feet per minute, con-
verted to cubic feet per hour and divided by the building's volume,
will give the number of air changes per hour. If there are no in-
stalled exhausts and no builder's information available, the air
change rate can be estimated.
There is little quantatlve information available to allow one
to estimate air infiltration or turnover rates for buildings without
forced exhausts, but the following are some broad guide lines. The




and the ASHRAE Heating Ventilation, and Mr Conditioning Guide (7)
suggest that a tightly constructed residence will experience 1 to
1.'5 air changes per hour. An equally tight large building with a
smaller surface area to volume ratio will experience about 0.5 to
0.75 air changes per hour. Most new buildings with little window
area and few doors will fall In the lower part of this range.
An old building with loose fitting windows and doors could have an
air change rate of up to 2 per hour.
Air change rate can be converted to an energy requirement per
degree of AT.
E » N V 0.0183 BTU/ft'-OF
E Energy requirements per hour per degree of AT
(BTU/Hr-OF)
N = Number of air changes per hour
0.0183 BTU/Ft^-°P = Volumetric specific heat of air
V = Building Volume ( ft
M
This E Is In the same form as the conduction UA and can be added
to It to give total building heating energy requirements.
The final equation that describes the building heat loss or gain
will be:
Q = (UA total + E) X AT
This equation can be used to determine how changing any or all of




Solar radiation will have little' effect on this equation.
Wind will affect the equation accordlnp; to the size of the U factor.
If the U factor Is large, then wind can have an effect, such as
with glass. If the U factor Is low, wind will have little effect.
2-VII Formulating Savings Programs
There Is now almost enough Information to put together an
energy conservation program.
One must also make a study of the environmental service energy
consumption. Some of this study was accomplished when the heat loss
calculations were made, but there Is more that must be determined.
Light levels must be determined to see If they can be lowered. And,
air conditioning and heating systems must be examined. It Is possi-
ble that the heating and air conditioning systems are operating at
the same time with poor control co-ordination. Chapter 3 will pro-
vide an example of the magnitude of this saving.
The studies made of both the production support energy and environ-
mental services energy are In technique the same, but the conserva-
tion program formulation is different. The production support pro-
gram will not be made up of a few simple rules that can be modified
and applied to all processes; the environmental service conservation
will be. For this reason, only the environmental service conserva-
tion will be dealt with in detail in this report . The programs for
environmental service energy consumption reduction can almost always
be made of only a fev? general parts. These, parts will be modified




Ibut nonethe less they are generally the same.
2
-VII-A General Environmental Service Conservat ion Programs
2-VII-A(l) Lighting Programs
For most part, buildings are over lighted. The objective in
lighting conservation is simple. One should attempt to provide only
the necessary illumination with a minimum of power consumption. In
the long run, this can mean replacing lighting fixtures with units
that are very efficient and have provisions for removing heat in the
summer, but in the short run, it means turning off un-needed lights
or relocating some fixtures. One must use a light meter and monitor
the lighting levels throughout the plant. It should be insured that
no more than the exact amount of light recommended and needed to do
the Job is provided. As a maximum no area should have more light-
ing available than is recommended by the Illuminating Engineering
Society, Recommended Levels of Illumination (8). Table 2.2 contains
a few of these recommendations. The process will be trial and error
with feedback from the work force guiding how much light levels can
be reduced. Every attempt should be made to lower the levels as
low as possible with the maximum being that of the I.S.E Recommended
Levels.
Lights should also be turned off when not in use. With the cost
of electric power today, this means when not In use for any period
of time. The money expended for bulbs which have had their lives




In estimating the saving resulting from light level reductions
and turnoff, there is a seasonal aspect. In the heating season the
lights provide heat. The heating system is a more efficient and
cheaper method of providing heat but none the less, the lights pro-
vide heat. Therefore, when estimating the savings realized by
turning off lights in winter, one can not expect to save 100 percent
of the KW of lights not used. The exact percentage of actual savings
will vary with light type and placement but a good first guess would
be 10 percent of the KW turned off. The other 90 percent is useful
heat. For this reason, one might think that light reduction pro-
grams are not useful in the heating season. This is not entirely
true for as will be shown, light reduction is absolutely necessary
in the cooling season and it is easier to design a program that will
continue year round. And, turning off lights in the winter will
shift heating requirements to a more efficient source of heat, the
building's installed heaters. If the plant is heated by electric
resistance colls, the increase in efficiency will be very small.
Hovrfever, if the plant is heated directly with fossil fuel burners,
the increase in efficiency can be quite large.
In the spring, summer, and fall, on any day that air conditioners
must operate, lighting reduction is much more important. The heat
generated by the light on these days must be removed by the air con-
ditioning. Therefore, over 100 percent of the KW of reduced light-
ing can be saved. An air conditioner will expend about 0.5 KW of
energy to expell 1.0 KW of heat. Turning off 1.0 KW of lights will
-2B-

therefore save 1.5 KW of energy In the coolinp; season.
2-VII-A-(ll) Heating Programs
In the short term the only thing one can do with the heating
system to conserve energy is to turn down the thermostat. It
should be Insured that all heating equipment is in good working
order and that controls are accessible only to authorized personnel
but little more than lowering the inside building temperature can
be done to reduce conduction heat loss. The possibility of night
temperature set back, lowering the temperature even more at night
can be investigated. One will have to take the building's thermal
Inertia into account and insure that thermostats are raised soon
each night enough to have temperature at required levels by morning.
In the long term, such things as supplementary insulation can be
added and drapes or blinds to windows.
2-VII-A-(iii) Air Conditioning Programs
In air conditioning, as in heating, the object of the conser-
vation program is to lower the inside to outside temperature differ-
ence. In the cooling season, however, the thermostats must be raised,
But, because air conditioners remove heat from the building regard-
less of its source, one must also reduce internal heat gains. High
heat producing processes must be isolated from the rest of the plant,
and large glass areas must be screened with drapes or shades. These
two things, raising the thermostat setting and eliminating internal
heat gains, can save as much as 30 percent of the summer air con-
ditioning requirements as shown in Chapter 3.
-20-

2-VII-A-(iv) Ventilation and Air Change Programs
Ventilation or air change Is a very Important energy conser-
vation area In all buildings and must be examined carefully. In
most cases the energy expended each hour to heat or cool fresh out-
side air before it is brought Into the building Is as much or more
than the energy that replaces heat lost or gained through conduc-
tion. If the thermostat is raised or lowered, the amount the air
must be heated or cooled is reduced, but the real payoff in a venti-
lation savings program is to reduce the amount of air turned over
each hour.
Il When the building is unoccupied, all ventilation should be
turned off. During occupied hours, the ventilation should be the
minimum amount required.
fe: There are few guide lines as to what constitutes adequate
ventilation. The ASHRAE Heating, Ventilation, and Air Condition-
ing Guide (9) is one source of recommended ventilation rates. Table
2.3 gives some of these recommendations .
It is suggested that for all areas that do not have toxic
fumes present these recommendations be met
.
When toxic fumes are present, the Occupational Safety and Health
Act is the law that must be followed. It requires that ventilation
remove the toxic substances so that human exposures are kept below
certain specified limits. If there are no persons in the areas and
no fire hazard will be presented by reducing ventilation for the area,
then the ventilation should be reduced. If ventilation is required
-30-

when people are not present. It should be unheated air.
2
-VI I I Implementation of Programs and Evaluation of Results
After one has formulated programs, he must establish a con-
trol week or number of days so that when programs are implemented,
he can Judge their effectiveness. This period should be a time when
no conservation programs are in affect. During this time, record-
ings should be made of inside temperature, outside temperature, plant
population and power consumption. If the plant uses oil or gas,
the meter or tank levels must be taken at the beginning and the end
of the control period. Any time for which such information is avail-
able will be satisfactory. If past consumption oeriods are well
documented, they can serve as the control. The data will be used
as the bench mark against which actual conservation programs will be
Judged.
When the control data has been recorded, then the conservation
program can be put into effect.
2
- T X Following Chapters
This chapter has been kept general so that the major points of
a conservation study can be brought out. The next chapter will use
this general technique in a case study of an all electric manufac-
turing plant. Details of how the various steps were performed will
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8000 De,p;ree Days (to 75 oP)
600 ner;ree Days (to 7"^ "P)
75 KW/°F
ifiOO KW
Coolinp; Require: 0.5KW to remove: 1.0 KW of heat
I. Heat Saving:
Total Heat Required:
8000 Degree Days x 100 KW/^P x 2^ Hr/Day
= IQ, 200, 000 KWHR
10 '^V Thermostat Lowering for 215 Days Saves:
10 °P X 215 Day x 100 KW/^F x ?A\ Hr/Day
= 5,160,000 KWHR Q^
26.9!^ of Heating Requirements
II. Ventilation Reduction Savings:
25/J Ventilation Reduction Saves
0.25 X 75 KW/op X 8000 Degree Days x 2^ HR/Day
3,600,000 KWHR
' ' or
l8.8^ of Heating Requirements
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r (Table 2.^ Cont) .
TIT. liTnlit'in.p; Reduction Coollnr: Savinr;s :
75/15 Reduction for 10 Hours ner Day of Coolinp; Season
Saves:
0.75 X 1600 KW X 10 Hrs x 150 Days
= 1,800,000 KWIIR
Coolihg Savinf^s is h of Llp;ht Heat
= 0.0 X 0.5 X 1,800,000 KWHR = 810,000 KWHR
Total Coolinp; for I,ip;hts and Weather is:
100 KW/o? X 600 Decree Days x ?'\ Hr/Day x O.S
= 7.''0,000 KWHR
Total Coolinp: for Llp;hts is:
1600 KW • 2 'I Hrs • 150 Days • 0.5
= 2,880,000 KWHR
Total Coolinc is:










This chapter is tlie application of the method outlined in Chap-
ter .? . Some of the steps su^r^ested in Chapter 2 will not be folloxired
exactly in this chapter , since the method outlined in Chapter 2 was
formulated as a result of this case study. As an example, the ini-
tial information p,atherinp; questionaire came as a result of this
study
.
This case study examines a year around program of conservation,
but only the winter portion of the prop;ram has now been implemented.
Program formulation and yearly savinr;s estimates are made in this
chapter, but the results discussed in Chapter ^ are only for the
winter program.
3-II Plant Characteristics
The plant, the Rathoon Missile Systems Division Plant in V/est
Andover, Massachusetts, is a relatively new plant; less than four
years old. Table 3.1 lists the building's characteristics. The
plant complex consists of two buildings. One building is an assem-
bly building v/here the electronics components for the missile pro-
duct as well as the missiles themselves are assembled. The other
building, connected to the assembly building through a one floor
cafeteria, is an administrative building. The plant is totally




There is no heavy machinery used in the plant; most oT the
manufacturlnp: concerns rabricatlnp; and assembllnp: electronlcr. com-
I
ponents. The component parts are assembled into the final missile
i
i' and then tested. None of these processes require heavy machinery.
The average work force is ^1,000 people with a ma,1ority of them
'' working the day shift. There are virtually no administrative per-
sonnel working a night shift, and only about 1,000 workers work a
night shift in the assembly part.
The administration building and the assembly building have sep-
arate heating and cooling systems that are Isolated from each other.
Both buildings are heated by resistance coils in the air handling
system. The administrative building also has 218-lKW perimeter
heaters. Cooling is accomplished by 9 chilled water units on the ad-
ministrative building and 2^ Independent direct expansion units on
the assembly building. The administrative building perimeter units
also have a cooling mode.
3-III Preliminary Investigation
The plant uses only electricity and In an average year con-
sumed 51 X 10^ KWIIR's. There is no major machinery or other direct
production support energy consumers therefore it was immediately
assumed that a majority of energy was used for environmental services;
light, heat, cooling and ventilation. It was felt that these areas




A quick check of llpht and temnerature levols showed that they
were too hlp;h. The avGrap;e temperature level in the winter was 7^
to 78°F and in the summer a cooler 75°'P'. Light levels were far
above the I.E.S. suggested levels. Office areas were as high as
210 footcandles with corridors and stairwells registering 150 foot-
candles. Manufacturer's design specifications indicated that the
initial design was to a uniform 150 footcandles in all areas. This
is over the suggested levels in most areas.
K This preliminary survey caused a general picture to take shape.
P
It appeared that the most energy could be saved with the environ-
mental services. An analysis of the historical energy usage was
made next.
3-IV Analysis of the Historical Energy Usage Data
This particular building had excellent past energy data. A
permanently recording demand meter had been installed in the plant
when it was built and this meter provided paper tapes with 15 minute
average KVA levels for a period of about three years. These tapes
provided the detailed information necessary to do tvio things. First
the tapes provided daily energy consumption data that was plotted on
an hourly basis, one day per graph, for representative times of the
year. Figure 3.1: A and B show some of these graphs. Figure 3.2
shows monthly energy consumption. The second thing was a regression
analysis of winter KW requirements versus outside temperature.
First the plot information. One thing became clear from the
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daily charts; heating energy was a large nart of total energy require-
ments. A cold day in January had an average energy consumption of
2^40,000 KWIIR's and a no-heating day in Pall about 90,000 KWIIR's.
These two days, when compared, showed that heating requirements
could more than double the power requirements, '^hese two days also
give an indication of how heating varied with outside temperature.
The cold winter day represented about 60 degree days and the fall
day about 10 degree days (for this plant, fifty-five degrees is the
point where heating systems are no longer required with internal
heat gains providing all the required heat). Comparing these two
numbers showed that heating requirements varied by 3,000 KV/HR/degree
day or 125 KW/op. This number is surprisingly close to later more
detailed calculations.
A regression analysis was also performed on the tape power data.
It showed the building's strongest power fluctuations were due to
I
I temperature and gave a figure of QO KW/°F as the correlation factor.
Both of the temperature correlation factors gained by these two
analyses do not provide information as to why the power demand in-
creases as it does, how much heat is lost through convection. They
merely point out the total variation.
This analysis substantiated the initial assumption that en-
vironmental services were consuming the most energy, and they further-
more pointed out heating as a ma.jor portion of these services; heat-
ing alone would consume ^0^ of the annual energy in as average year.
Enough information was now available to rank the major energy consumers
-no-

3-V Ranking the Ma.jor Energy Consumers
Table 3.2 Is a llstlnp; of the breakdown of major enerf^y;, con-
sumers according to the percenta,f?;e of the annual energy bill they
share. Figure 3.3 is a graphical presentation of Table 3.2. Appen-
dix R is a detailed accounting of the ranking nrocedure . As was
assumed, environmental services consumed the largest portion of the
annual bill with 73.1 percent. Production sunport consumed only
lifi.O percent of the annual energy. The environmental services area
still is the prime area to start a conservation program.
3-VI Analysis of Building Heat Loss
Since the major portion of the conservation program will be
aimed at reducing heating and cooling energy, a detailed study of
the heat loss of the building was conducted. Appendix C contains
this study which was based on the formulas of section 2-VI. The
study closely supports the preliminary investigation heat load
correlation factors with a figure of 1551 KWHR's/degree day or 106
KW/°P. An important fact that this study did bring to light was the
magnitude of heating and cooling required for the ventilation air.
This convection heat loss was three times as large as the conduction
heat loss, 1930 Kl«/HR's /degree day for ventilation heat loss and
621 KWHR's/degree day for conduction loss. Reducing air change rate




3-VI 1 1 Formulating Enerr^y Conservation Pror;rams and Estlmatlnr;:
Savings
It Is obvious from Table 3.2 that any conservation nropram
should try to first. reduce heating and coollnr, enern;y consumption.
The thermodynamic analysis of the bulldlnp; points out the heating
of ventilation air as the largest consumer. There are then several
tilings that can be done to conserve energy and reducing heating,
cooling, lighting and ventilation should top the list.
Guidelines In Chapter 2 should now be applied to these primary
energy users to establish the conservation program. In the heating
season, the inside temperature of the plant must be lowered to a uni-
versal 68°P as suggested by the Federal Energy Office. The rate of
air change must be reduced to absolute mlnlmums . During times that
the plant is not occupied, the ventilation blowers must be secured.
When the plant Is occupied, the ventilation should be operated only
when actually needed. In the winter, the perimeter heating units in
the administrative building must be secured so that temperature can
be controlled at only a few points by authorized personnel.
ft In the summer, ventilation rates must also be reduced and the
plant Inside temperature raised to at least 78 to 80°F.
Light levels should be reduced to recommended levels year round
and turned off during the hours the building is unoccupied.
It was also noted during the preliminary plant investigation
that the air conditioners were not being turned off during the heat-
ing season. If the controls of the heating and cooling units were
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not syncronlzed properly. It is possible for both types of units
to be operating at the same time. Since each unit handles 49,000
CFM, It Is possible for two adjacent units with a 1°F overlap In
thermostat setting to use an unnecessary 23.7 KW to maintain the
averar.e unit temperature. If this Is continued for a 215 day heating
season. It could waste 120, Onn KWPIR's of electricity. This Is al-
most 2.0 percent of the annual energy consumption. If the overlap
were Increased to all units and expanded to 2 °F, It would waste
nearly 5 percent per year. It was suggested that all air condition-
ers be turned off during the heating season.
Appendix D contains an estimation of the savings to be expected
from the conservation program. The estimating conservation program
was
:
Winter: Lower inside plant temperature 10 "P
Turn off exhaust blowers 12 hours of the day
for an air change rate of 0.5. Only start
blowers each day when actually needed for an
air change rate of 0.75 for four hours.
Leave exhaust rate at normal 1.0 per hour
for the remaining 8 hours each day.
Summer: Turn of 75^ of lights 8 hours a day.
Raise inside temperature 6 °F to 78 °F
These programs yielded a 2^.8 percent annual savings. Heating saved
12.0 percent. Ventilation reduction saved 7.6 percent. Lighting
reduction saved 3.4 percent by reducing cooling requirements, and
-43-

temperature raislnp: in the summer saved 1.8 percent.
Ventilation saving was based on lowerinp; the average daily air
change rate only 25 percent. It is felt that this is conservative.
The air change saving was also based on average daily temperature
difference. In actuality, most ventilation reduction will take
palco at night when AT is larger than the daily average. This also
makes the estimation conservative. The above was the conservation
program as it was used to estimate savings based on the calculations
of Appendix D. Table 3-3 shows the actual conservation program as
publicized at the plant.
3-IX Establishing a Control Week
To have a control against which the effectiveness of the con-
servation program may be Judged, one must know how much energy was
being consumed, under what conditions, prior to program implementa-
tion. For this reason, a week was set aside prior to nrogram imple-
mentation when plant nower consumption, internal temperature, exter-
nal temperature, and plant daily ivork force level were recorded.
These recordings would be the bench mark against which povjer consump-
tion comparisons would be made. This was done for the week of October




Plant Characteristics - Raytheon West Andover Plant
I. Bulldin.p; - General Information
Two connected bulldlnp;s
Administrative bulldlnp; - 3 floors, 50''; p^lass walls
Manufacturing^ building - 1 floor, 205 glass walls
Ground floor area - 600,000 ft^
Total glass area - 30,000 ft^
Total wall area - 80,000 ft^





Electronics Components and Hawk Missiles
IV. Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
A. Heating (Electrical Resistance Coils)
(i) 218 Administration building 1 KW units - 2l8 KW
(ii) Administration blast coils - 3612 KW
(ill) Assembly building 2H roofton units - Y^^O KW
Total Heating Capacity - 11,270 Kw or 38.^46 x 10^ BTU/Hr
B. Cooling
(i) 218 Administration Building Units
755 with 1 ton and 25^ with 1.5 tons - 290 tons
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(11) Administration building chillers - 715 tons
(ill) Assembly buildlnr; 2^ rooftop units - 3,120 tons
Total Coollnp; Capacity - '1125 tons or H9.5 x 10^ Rtu/Hr
C. Ventilation
250,000 CFM of installed exhaust in assembly building
equaling 1.0 air changes per hour.
D. Lighting
1600 KW or 2.7 Watts/Ft^
-n6-











Coolinp; light heat in cooling season
Cooling machinery heat
Cooling heat from outside building (Weather)
Total
Lighting:
Lights, not included in heating 12.2
Manufacturing:













Enerp;.v Conservation ProRram (Winter Plant)
I. Reduction of Heatinp:
A. Reduce buildin,p: heat to 68 F
n. Turn off 6 of the 9 ton air conditioning;
chillers on the Administrative buildinp;
C. Turn off 90 of the Q6 air conditioninn; com-
pressors on the Assembly buildinp;.
D. Turn off all exhaust fans at nip:ht and when
not in use .
II. Reduction of Lightinp;
A. All East - West aisle lip;hting will be re-
duced to one third of original level.
B. All lights in the Administrative buildinp;
will be turned off at 8:30 pm. daily, ex-
cludinp; the Computer Area.
C. Li.p;hting in the Assembly buildinp; will be
shut off according to a block dlap;ram.
D. All outside lights will be turned off
permanently.
E. All parking lot lights will be turned off
on weekends
.
F. All bench lighting and dazor lamos will be




G. Durin.p; worklnp; hourrj , cafeteria llr^hts
will be reduced to every other fixture
and all llp-.hts will be turned of at 8:30 pm.
n. Liphts In the Main Reception room will be
reduced by ^O*^.
I. Light levels In all office areas will be
reduced to 2 tubes In every ^ tube fixtures.
ril. Miscellaneous
A. All tpycwrltors and calculators will bo
turned off when not In use.
B. All electrical equipment such as ovens
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After all the preparatory steps outlines in Chapter 3 were
talvon, the conservation pron-ram wars implemented on November 0, 1073.
The recordinp; devices used to record Information for the control
weelc were also used to continuously record the data needed for the
evaluation of program results.
iJ-II Evaluation Procedures
To evaluate the savings on a particular day, the following
procedure was used. This procedure corrects the control day to
the same outside temperature conditions as the day under considera-
tion and calculates total savings by subtracting hourly KW require-
ments from corresponding control day requirements. As an example:
KW„r.„-» v,^c = Abs. kw+.«c+- /i^„ - KW„„„4->,«i A^,r (corrected for 1
'^"savings f^ test day '^"control day ^ . -, . ^ \»1
' outside temperature)*!
where
^^Wcontrol day (corrected for temperature) = KW^ontrol day "
(Outside temperature - Outside temoerature control day)
X 90 KW/°F
90 KW/°P is the heat loss factor obtained from the electrical data
regression analysis.




This KW savings can be broken down Into three parts. The
' savings due to thermostat lowering,, the savlnp;s due to air chanp;e
reduction, and miscellaneous savings.
J^-II-A Heat Saving
Heat savings is simply the building heat loss factor (90 KW/°F)
multiplied times the difference in inside temperature between the
control day and the test day. This heat Includes that required
for both conduction and convection (ventilation) heat loss.
J4-II-D Air Change Saving
Air change saving represents the reduction in heating reaulre-
ments duo to a reduction of ventilation rates. These savings are
more difficult to estimate than heat savings. There are no timers
on the exhaust blowers so an estimate must be made of how the build-
ing air change rate changes with varying numbers of exhaust blowers
operating. Then an estimate of what exhaust blowers are operating
during each hour of the day must be made.
In this particular case it was presumed that the air change
heat load was reduced by 1/3 for 12 hours of the day, form 1900 to
0600, and by ^76 for H hours, from 0700 to 1000. This reduction
corresponds to 75 percent of the exhaust blowers being turned off
for the /3 reduction in air change rate and with half of the secu-
red blowers being turned on during the /6 reduction period. The
remaining B hours continued at the normal air change rate of one
per hour.
Ventilation rate change is also made difficult to estimate by
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the fact that exhaust blowers are not controlled at any central
location. One must rely on a number of individual workers to
consistently turn off their particular blower at the same time
each day.
^-II-C Miscellaneous Savings
Miscellaneous savings are all those savinns not accounted for
by heating or air chanp;e reduction. They result from many thinp;s
.
Some come from a pieneral tighteninf^ uo of operatlnn; procedures that
don't change environmental conditions but cause the plant to operate
more efficiently. As an example, air conditioners were turned off
at the beginning of the program. In past years, the thermostats
were relied on to keep the air conditioners from running, but it
was entirely possible for an air conditioner in one zone to be
operating while a heater In an adjacent zone was over heating. As
was pointed out in Chapter 3> this could result in a considerable
waste of energy.
Lighting reduction could also represent some of this miscella-
neous savings. This is the winter season and lighting reduction
will cause a loss in some of the building heat gain, but this will
be picked up by the buildings heaters, which are a more efficient
source of heat.
Some of the miscellaneous savings must also be attributed to
worker attitude. Everyone in the plant was fully aviare of the con-
servation program and certainly did what they could in their own





Table ^.1 lists 15 days of the conservation program with
accompanyin.p; total savings. As one can see, the savinp-s range
from 11.^ percent to 21.7 percent with an average of 15.6 percent.
Some observations from the table follow:
(1) When the program began, the middle of November, savings
were large. On 16 November, the average inside temperature was
68 °F compared with 77 ^"^ on a corresponding control day. This
alone resulted in 10,^1^0 KWHR savings for the day. The exhaust
blowers were not turned off on the l6th, so savings were heat
savings and miscellaneous savings only. On following days, the
temperature of the plant began to creep back to its pre-conserva-
tion level, i.e. November l6, average temperature 68 °P, December
4, average temperature 71 °Fj January 9, average temperature 7^ °P.
|jp (2) On weekends, notably December 1 and 2, savings were lar-
ger than on weekdays, because the number of weekend workers was
cut to a minimum, and exhaust blowers were turned off.
(3) December H and 5 v/ere two days when exhaust blowers were
monitored closely. Both of these days showed increased savings,
which was the result of reducing ventilation rates. December 'I
saving was greater than December 5, due to the lower inside tempera-
ture on December ^.
^ (4) January 8 and 9 both illustrate the fall off of savings
from the beginning of the pro.lect. The average saving in November
and December was 15.8^. The two days in January showed a I'l.l^
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saving. As the average outside temperaure gets lower, the savings
should Increase slightly, as Illustrated by '^able ^.^. The savings
on January 8 and Q were not as large as savings reall::ed on some
warmer ciays In December.
I]-1V Detail of Dally Savings
fe Table ^.2 Is a detail of the dally savings for December H and
5 and January 8 and 0. Table 4.3 shows the hourly energy consump-
tion, and inside and outside temperature for the days in question
as well as for the comparison days.
P^ December 4 and 5 were days when the exhaust blower status was
known. From this information, an estimation of air change rate
ventilation was made. The savings for this ventilation reduction
is shown in Table '4.2 and H.3.
January 8 and 9 v/ere days when the exhaust blower status was
not known. The air change savings have not been separated from the
miscellaneous savings. There were air change savings on these days




Summary of fifteen Days of Oonservaion rro[Tam





















































Detail of Dnilv .Savinrs





Air Chan pre Savlnp:s
niscollaneous Savings
Total
1.19613 X in' KWHR
n.2Q315 X 10' KWHR






Average Inside Temp :
Averap;e Outside Temn . :
Averap:e Outside Temo . Durlnft Period
of Exhuast Rlower Shutdown ;
71.0nOT?
iio.go^p
Note: Sum is equal to the energv that would have been used
without conservation.




1.11563 X in' KWHR
0. 17202 X 10' KWHR
I.2R765 X 10' KWHR





Hent .Savings : 3,330 ,?.6
Air ChanF;e SavlnRS 8,f525 .5 6J4
Miscellaneous Savinp;s 5,6in .0 hA
Total 13. i|
Average Inside Temp •• 73.20 °F
Averap;e Outside Temp •• 51.29 Op
Average Outside Temp. During









Average Inside Temp :
Average Outside Temp:
1. 6^1150 X 10^ KWHR
O.3175B X 10 5 KWHR


















1.85613 X 10^ KWHR
0.25 '115 X 10 5 KWHR







Air Change Savings : Unknown -
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There are two ma,1or conclusions that can bo drawn form this
report. First, there can bo slp^nlfleant amounts of enerr:v, 10 to
I:
20 percent, cut from the annual enerpiy bill of most nanufacturlnp;
plants without any adverse effect on production of harmful effects
' on working conditions. Second, the amount of energy saved does
not depend only on Identifying conservalon areas and establishing
I programs. It also depends on motivating management and workers
to follow the programs.
5- II Significan t oavings Possible
This report has dealt with a manufacturing plant in the
Northeast, with a major portion of its energv used to maintain
environmental conditions. In this particular case, 10 to 20 per-
cent saving has been demonstrated. It can further be said that
like saving can be expected from the environmental services energy
consumed by all plants. One has to lower the building's inside
temperature in winter and reduce ventilation rates. The study
showed that these conservalon measures vrere about equal In Imnor-
tance, with the thermostat lowering saving the same amount of ener-
gy each day in the heating season and the ventilation reduction
savings varying with outside temnerature.
Light levels must also be lovrered. Lighting provides a very
-6R-

inefficient source of heat in the winter and an absolutely un-
desirable source of heat in the summer. As can be seen from the
cooling requirements for the case study plant in Chapter 1, most
of the summer coollnr, vms required for removinp; lip;htinp; heat.
Any conservation program aimed at the environmental control sys-
tem will be a combination of these three things; lip;ht level re-
duction, air change reduction, and temnerature differential re-
duction.
This report has dealt with a plant that was already in exis-
,
tance, so the conservation program consisted of changing opera-
i
,>! ting procedures on existing equipment. In a new building, one
would have much more flexibility in taylorlng the nlant to con-
serve energy. Some things that reduced the effectiveness of this
report's conservation program v/ere the large amounts of single pane
i glass in the plant, the large amount of ventilation air required
in certain areas of the plant, and the lack of centralized con-
trols for such things as exhaust blowers, thermostats, and lights.
The single pane glass has a lower first cost than double pane
insulating glazing, but the single pane glass has cost much more
over the years in increased heating bills. A new building should
have more attention given to insulation with more emphasis placed
on possible heating bill reduction and less on first cost. Life
cycle should be used as a more important and realistic cost in-
dicator.
In the case of large amounts of air turnover, a new building
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could have air chanp;e better taylored to exact needs. In the
case study building, a majority of buildinr^s had far too much ven-
tilation when the exhaust blowers were operatinr: and not enough
when they were not runninp;. The exhaust blowers in a new olant
could be sized to exact requirements. Areas that require hip;h
air change rates could be separated from low rate areas. Finally,
! areas that do require a high air change rate could either be
supplied with unheated air or have heat exchangers installed on
blower outlets. There are heat exchangers available now ^lfith
efficiencies near 80 cercent that could pay for themselves in a
new installation by the reduced heating and cooling capacity re-
quired.
As an example:
Cooling capacity costs about $700 per ton (12,000 RTU/Hr)
!
and heating capacity costs about $75 ner 33,000 RTU/Hr. A heat
exchanger costs about $0.66 per CPM of air handling capacity.
For a 45,000 CFH unit; Cooling from 95 °F to 75 °F sets
(i maximum cooling requirements and heating for a 80 °P maximum AT x
I sets maximum heating requirements.
Capital Cooling Unit Cost = (^5,000 CFM x 60 Min/Hr x 20 °F
X 0.0183 RTU/°P-Ft^ X $700)712000 BTU/Ton
= $57,6^15.00
Capital Heating Unit Cost = (^45,000 CFM x 60 Min/Hr x 80 °F




Heat Exchanger Cost = ^5,000 CFM x t0.66?CFM = $2^,700.0
With a heat exchanRer efficiency of B0% only 2nf^ of the heatinp;
and cooling capacity need be Installed with the heat exchanp:er.
Capital Heatinp; and Coolinp; Unit Cost with Heat Exchanp.er
= 0.2 X $66,628.00
= $13,325,000
Therefore the heat exchanger can save,
$66,628.00 - ($20,700.00 + $13,325.00)
=• $23,603.00
with its initial installation, not to mention the continuous
ji
savings that would result from lower heating and cooling bills.
Table 5-1 shows a retrofit heat exchanger examnle.
Centralized controls would make any conservation urogram run
ftiore smoothly. As I will show later, any program will work better
if it is taken out of the hands of maur people and given to Just
a few people. Centralized controls would allow this transfer of
authority. Things like light, exhaust blowers, heaters, etc.,
could be controlled from one or a few locations and could be maninu-
I
' lated by one man on a very regular schedule. This would end the
} need for continued efforts on the part of a large number of the
work force to make the program work.
5-III Motivation of the Work Force and the Company
Motivation is the key to conservaion. The identification
of conservation areas and the formulation of conservation programs
is a minor project compared to the effort that must go into promoting
-71-

the pro.ject and motivating all concerned to follow the rules.
The motivation for anyone or any company to follow a conservation
project must someway he tied to their survival. That survival Is
the preservation of .johs and the preservation of nroductlon. Con-




The rule of survival can be applied to and sustained by this
report's case study. Work has begun on this nro.lect as a cost re-
duction program. It became obvious very quickly that large amounts
of money could be saved by energy conservation, but this large
amount of money, nearly $250,000 annually, was only a small per-
centage of the plant's total operating overhead, less than 1%
.
The effort required to follow the program and the minor discom-
fort that would be given the workers, more than offset the mone-
tary savings that the program could provide. The program was not
instituted. Conservation for conservations sake would not moti-
vate the plant to save, neither would the small amount saved, on
a relative scale.
In November 1973 when oil shortages and the oil boycott came
into effect, there was a dramatic shift in comnany and worker in-
terest in a conservation program. There was an opinion shared by
all in the plant that if conservation measures were not taken,
production would be cut by a shortage of electrical power, and
Jobs would be lost. Great effort was then nut into formalizing,
publicizing, and implementing the conservation program. The initial
-72-

Initial goal was a 105 reduction in energy consumntion.
The 10 percent was realized alnost immediately and in fact
almost twice that amount was being saved consistently. With this
steady saving of energy and the mid-winter shift of concern from
short supplies of residual oil to concern for gasoline suDolies,
I' motivation and interest in the conservation nrogram began to wane.
Temperature in the plant began to creep back to nre-conservation
levels, exhaust blowers were not being turned off at night with
regularity, and the savings that were predicted to go uo slightly
as the weather got colder, did not show any increase. In fact,
savings went down. The crisis had past and production slow-down
with accompaning .1ob nayoffs was no longer a possibility, '^he
motivation to rigidly adhere to the program was gone.
5-IV Automation as a solution to Conservation Program Problems
Automation of the plant environmental systems would solve
a large number of the problems that present themselves in a con-
servation program. Automation would take all functions out
of the hands of humans and ensure that repetative functions were
performed regularly and on time. Automation reauires no motivation
to turn off the lights every night. The only motivation problem
associated with this sort of system would be the one connected with
convincing management to install the equipment.
A mini-computer which would cost as little as .t>100,000 could
do the Job required in any environmental system automation project
and it would have enough capacity left over to do other things
-73-

associated with production automation. This could be the key
to motivating the Installation of the automatic system. The com-
puter could also save enoup.h In a nlant with a $l,nnn,r)no energy
bill to pay for Itself In less than a year.
5-V Summary
In summary, this report has shown that savlnp: enorrty Is possi-
ble In all manufacturlnp; plants. It has p;lven a general method
that can be used to formulate a conservation prop;ram and has pre-
sented the results of one application of the approach. The report
has also brought out the fact that motivation Is also a major prob-
lem In any conservation program. Any person who undertakes a con-
servation program must understand what motivates the participants








Ileatinp; Season De.n;ree Days
Cooling Season Degree Days
i|500 CFM
8000 (to 75 °F)
600 (to 75 °P)
Heating Required Is:
45,000 FtVMln X 60 Mln/Hr x 0.0183 BTU/Ft ^ °F
KW








X 600 Degree Days x 2^ Hr/Day x 0.5





KWHR's Saved by Heat Exchanger is:
0.2 X 2,88^,Rl8.0 = ^76,76?. 6 KWIIR
Heat Exchanp;er Cost Is:
45,000 CPM X $0.66/CFM = :t;29,700.00
Approximate Cost of Electricity is:
$0.02/KWIIR
Total Money Saved is:
$0.02 X 576,763.6 KV/HR H $ll,5'J0.n0
Payback is
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Energy Conse rvatlon Information Questionnaire
I. Energy Use Information:






2. V/hat is your annual use of each?
3. Is billing Information and rate schedule information available
for each?
h. Who are the suppliers of each?
5. Does your plant produce any warm water effluents?
6. Do you have any larp;e coolinp; towers or cooling nonds?
7. Do you have electrical demand meters and recorders Installed?
How much historical data do you hold?
-79-

II. Work Force Information:
1. What is the size of your work force?
2. What Is the growth history of your work force?
3. How does your work force break down according to blue-
collar and whltecollar classification?
h. How does your work force breakdown according to shift?
5. What are the hours of your shifts? (^^7hlte collar and
blue collar)
6. Does your work force commute largely by auto?
7. Do you provide narking facilities?
8. Are you near mass transit terminals?
9. Are your personnel records computerized?
10. Do you have In-plant cafeteria facilities?
III. Product Information:
1. What product or products do you manufacture?
2. How do you charaterlze your manufacturing process?
I.e. assembly line, piece work, ,1ob shop, etc.
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3. Do you have a larp;e amount of machinery Involved in your
manufacturinn; process?
i|
. Does your manufacturing process require a large amount of
heat?
5. Do you have a large amount of in-plant production trans-
portation requiring tractors, etc?
6. Do you have any known large energy users associated with
the manufacturing process?
IV. Physical Plant Information:
1. Generali
A. How many buildings compose your complex?
B. How old are these buildings (individually)?
C. How are they heated?
D. How are they cooled, if the are cooled?
E. What is your general lighting level?
P. What type of light sources provides this light?
2. Heating:
Describe in detail your heating system. Include information
such as, source of heat, method of distribution, method of




Describe in detail your cooling system.
H. Exhaust:




B. Is this exhaust in isolated areas of the plant, or
is it evenly distributed throughout the plant?
C. Do you have any exhaust air heat recovery devices
Installed?
D. List In detail:
(i) Each exhaust penetration.
(ii) Size of ench exhaust
(iii) Purpose of exhaust.





(iv) Leaks like a sieve
-B3-

p. Are you operatinp under any regulations that require
a minimum number of air changes per hour?
5. Building Heat Transfer properties:
A. Do you have building heat gain studies available?
n. What are the dimensions of your plant? (all buildings)
C. What are the "U" values for the various walls, cei-
lings etc.. If available? If not, what Is the make-
up of the walls, ceilings, etc?
D. How much glass Is Installed In the plant? What Is
Its "U" value?
6. Building Miscellaneous:
A. Are you manufacturing processes segregated according
to heating, cooling, and ventilation requirements?
B. Do you have any special "clean" areas?
C. Who maintains your H.V.A.C. equipment?
D. Do you have a nlanned preventive maintenance system?
E. Are there any special plant characteristics that should
be pointed out?

F. Do you have any large oil or gas fired boilers?
IV. Conservation to Date:
1. Do you have a plant-wide conservation program in
action at present?
2. Do you have a plant conservation "action" committee
formed?
3. How do you publicize present and future conservation
programs?
^. What have you done to-date to conserve energy?
5. Is there now or can there be a person assigned full
time to the conservation problem?
V. Energy Consumption Information:








5. Electric motors (detail)











Ranking of Energy Consumers
I Sample Year: 215 Day Heating Season
261 Manufacturing Days
8000 Degree Days (to 75 °P)
695 Cooling Degree Days (to 75 °F)
II Assumptions: A. Dally Year Around Base Excluding
Lighting is IQOn KW
B. Daily Manufacturing Load is 15OOKW
for 10 Hours a Manufacturing Day
C. 90^ of Light goes to Heat
D. 50^ of Manufacturing Load and Daily
Base goes to Heat
E. Heating Factor is 258O KWHR/DD
F. Cooling Factor is 1290 KWHR/DD
G. Air Conditioning uses 0.5 KW to
remove 1.0 KW of Heat.
Ill Calculations: A. Annual Heating (All Sources)
8000 Degree Days . 2580 KWHR/deg.day
= 20,6'<0,000 KWR
B. Lighting
(1) Light to Heat in Winter
215 X 1600 KW X 0.9 X 2 '4 Hr
= 7, '430,^400 KWHR
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winter Light not golnp: to Heat
'^'^^"*^'"°
X 0.1 = 825,600.0 KWHR
0.9
(11) Light Used In Cooling Season
150 • 1600 • KW • ?.H Hr = 5,760 000 KWHR
(111) Light Caused Cooling
5,760,000 • 0.9 '0.5 = 2,5'42,000 KWHR
B. Dally Base KW
(1) Base to Heat In Winter
215 • 1900 KW • 21 Hr 0.5
= 1,902,000 KWHR
(11) Base not going to Heat
1,902,000 KWHR
(111) Base used In Cooling Season
150 • 1900 KW • 21 Hr = 6,810,000 KWHR
(Iv) Base Caused Cooling
6,810,000 • 0.5 • 0.5 = 1,710,000 KWHR
C. Manufacturing KW
(1) Manufacturing KW to Useful Heat
215
. 261 • 1500 KW • 10 HR • 0.5
= 1,153,050 KWHR




(ill) Manufacturing used in Cooling
Season

























































Assumlnp; that heat is lost from the plant in two ways, by con-
duction throuj2;h walls, floor edpies, etc., and by exhaustiRg heated
air, what is the map;nitude of this loss? This appendix examines,
through elementary heat transfer calculations, the size of these
losses and where they occur.
The basic heat transfer equation applied is:
where;
Q = e U A AT
Q = Heat transfer per unit time (RTU/HR)
U = Heat transfer coefficient (BTU/Hr-Vt^-°^)
A - Area of conductinp; material (Pt^)
AT = During temperature difference causing the heat
transfer
The plant is broken dovm into areas of like U values and UA
values for these areas are calculated. Then the UA values are added
to give a total plant condition UA value.
Heat loss through the floor only occurs at the perimeter. The
U value for the floor relates only to the linear measure of ground
floor perimeter. The UA value for the floor is dimensionally con-






After an estimation of conduction heat loss, an estimation
of convection heat loss (heat carried away by escaplnp: or exhausting
air) Is made. Air change rate was apnroxlmated at one per hour
or 250,000 CFM. Since air has a volumetric specific heat of
0.0183 BTU/ft' -°F, the energy required to heat ventilation air
Is:
E = 1.0 Air Change/Hr x O.OI83 BTU/Ft'-op x 60 KW/Hr
Total building heat loss is:
Q = (eUA + E) -AT
Calculations:
I Conduction Loss;















































Air Plow P50,000 PtVmln
Cp = 0.0183 BTII/ft'-OF
E = 250,000 FtVmln • 60 • min/hr. O.OI83 BTU/ft'-°P
E = 27^,500 RTU/hr-°P
or
80.4 KW/°P
Total Building Heat Loss Factor




I Proposed Conservation Program
A. During winter, lower thermostat settlnp;s 10 °F
D. Reduce air change rate to:
1.0 for 8 hours/day
0.75 for H hours/day
0.50 for 12 hours/day
This corresponds to turning exhaust blowers off when
the building Is unoccupied and only operating blowers when
needed when the building Is occupied.
Average Air Change Rate Is
l^/2'l X 0.5 + ^/2H X 1.0 + ^V24 X 0.75 = 0.705
C. Turn off 1200 KW of lighting for 8 hours per day year
round. This will save a slight amount In winter by
shifting heating to the heating units, and It will
save a great deal In summer by reducing cooling load.
D. Raise thermostat 6 °F in the summer.
I. Saving Estimation
Conduction Heat Loss = 25.9 KW/°F
Convection Heat Loss = 80.^l KW/°P
A. Winter thermostat lowering saving




B. Ventilation Reduction Savinfi;s (Winter):
80.il KW/°F (1.0 - 0.705) • 2^ Hr/day
=569 KWHR/°F-day





In summer air conditioners use h KW to re-
move 1 KW of heat from the buildlnp;. Therefore,
if heat is conducted Into the bulldlnp; at a rate
of 106.3 KW/°F the air conditioners use 53..'^ KW/°P
A. Lighting Reduction:
1200 KW X 8 Hr/day = 96OO KWHR/day
Accompanying Cooling Load Reduction
1200 KW X ^ X 8 Hr/day = 4800 KWHR/day
Total Lighting Saving = l4,400 KWHR/day
B. Raising Thermostat 6 ^F
Savings = 6 °F • 53 KW/ F • 2'J Hr/day
=7632 KWHR/day
Sample Year Energy Usage:
Month Average KWHR/day KWHR/mo
AT (x 10 5) (x 10 M
Jan 45 1.65 5.115
Feb 40 1.72 4.816
Mar 36 1.49 4.619








Sep 8* 1.22 3.660
Oct 17 1.28 3.968
Nov 28 l.Hl H.HlO
Dec 38 1.59 ^.929
Total 51. '192
* For 15 day period of this month
IV. Prop;ram Savings;














K» First 15 days





















May ill, 909**** 0.629








»»** 15 days only
V. Percent Savlnp;8:









Establishing a Control Week:
Purpose :- To establish plant environmental, production, per-
sonnel, and power consumption conditions during an average operational
week in order to have a yardstick against which cutback prooosal trials
can be measured. The week of Oct. 11 to Nov. 6 1973, will serve as
the control week. During this week, no changes in operating condi-
tions will be implemented. All precautions will be taken to Insure
that production business is conducted as usual. In order to record
this operational weeks condition, a record will be kept of outside
temperature and relative humidity, manufacturing building tempera-
ture and relative humidity. Administrative building second floor
temperature and relative humidity, fifteen minute demand meter read-
ings, and daily personnel counts by shift and Job breakdown. These
records can be compared with similar records that will be kept during
the conservation program trial in order to establish nrogram effect-
iveness
.
After the control week conditions have been established and re-
corded, portions of the cutback proposals can be implemented on a
short time basis. Records taken during these trial periods can be
compared with the control to update and refine expected program
savings
.
Control Week: (15 Nov. thru 21 Nov)
Required Items:
(1) Outside Temperature and Relative Humidity
Recorded with 1 week readout. Recorder should be
-9R-

placed In an open area and not sheltered from v/lnd
or sun. Suggestion: Place on grass narking lot
divider east of manufacturing building. Note: time
clock of outside recorder must be syncronized with
inside recorders so that valid comparisons between




Inside Temperatures and Relative Humidity
Recorders (2) at the following locations:
(i) Centrally located in the manufacturing
building
(ii) Centrally located on the second floor of
the Administrative building
( 3 Demand Meter Recordin g
A weeks fifteen minute demand meter reading ^^flll be
taken on a tape that will be annotated with start and
stop times and dates and removed at the end of the
control period. Care should be taken to insure that
tape times correspond with temperature recorder times.
Reading :
CO Personnel
Personnel reading during this week will be assertained
through Jack Gallagher after the control wedchas ended
( 5 ) Miscellaneous
It is also requested that and ma.lor changes in the
HVAC system be noted so that their possible effect
on the control week can be evaluated.
_qq_

Control Week 1073 - October 31, (We
our KWHR Inside Temn
.
Outsid
1 JJ812.5 7>\ 48
2 i^700.0 V\ 48
3 ^637.5 74 48
H ^612.5 74 48
5 ^625.0 7^^ 48
6 ^712.5 74 48
7 4975.0 7'4 48
8 5387.5 75 48
9 5937.5 75 49
10 6050.0 75 50
11 6012.5 76 53
12 6037.5 76 58
13 6200.0 77 62
ll\ 6187 77 64
15 6312.5 76 64
16 6112.5 76 63
17 5850.0 76 61
18 5^5.0 75 58
19 5350.0 74 55
20 5337 7'4 53
21 5'^12 75 51
22 5^162.5 V\ 50























































































Control Week 1973 - November 2 (Frl
our KWHR Inside Temp. nut side
1 i(Q25.0 74 50
2 '4 87'').0 74 50






6 9900.0 75 48
7 5100.0 75 48
8 5700.0 75 49
9 6175.0 75 51
10 6025.0 75 53
11 6000.0 76 55
12 6100.0 76 58
13 6112.5 76 60
14 6325.0 76 62
15 6187.5 76 62
16 6037.5 76 62
17 5712.5 76 61
13 5'I75.0 75 58
IQ 5325.0 75 55
2 5312.5 74 54
21 5^12.5 74 53
22 5100.0 74 53







Control Week 1973 - November 3 (Sat)
our KWHR Inside Temp. Outside
1 i|550.0 74 53
2 ili|50.0 74 55
3 i4i|2S.O 74 56
I]
'U137.5 74 54
5 '(itl2.5 74 ^4
6 '^i^OO.O 74 52





10 5'I7'3.0 75 50
n S'n2.5 75 52
IP 5300.0 75 52
1? 5025.0 75 52
I'l '»837.5 75 52
1^ i<B37.5 75 52
IG '^700.0 74 51
17 i|625.0 75 49
18 4550,0 75 47
in i|6l2.5 75 46
20 4687.5 74 45
21 4650.0 74 44
22 4650.0 74 44







Control Week 1973 - November 4, (Sun
our KWIIR Inside Temp. Outside
1 ^550.0 74 44
2 '4512.5 74 43
3 4712.5 74 42
l\ i|8l2.5 74 41
5 M962.5 74 40
6 5025.0 74 39
7 5050.0 74 38
8 5100.0 74 39
9 5100.0 74 42
10 4R50.0 74 44
11 4637.5 72 46
1,'' 4375.0 72 48
13 4175.0 72 50
1^ 4012.5 72 51
15 3950.0 74 50
16 3975.0 74 49
17 4175.0 74 47
18 4500.0 74 44
19 4675.0 74 42
20 4875.0 74 41
21 5012.5 74 4
22 5150.0 73 35







Control Week 1973 - November 5 (Mon)
our KWHR Inside Temp. Outside Temo
1 5562.5 72 37
2 5600.0 72 36
3 5637.5 72 35
H 5615.0 72 35
5 5687.5 72 36
6 6012.5 74 35
7 6675.0 74 33
8 6950.0 76 35
7587.5 76 39
10 7125.0 77 42
11 7000.0 77 45
12 6il37.5 77 45
13 6526.0 76 '17
in 6550.0 76 49
15 6362.5 76 48
16 6187.5 77 48
17 6000.0 77 46
18 5912.5 77 44
19 6037.5 76 43
20 6300.0 76 41
21 6^112.5 76 40
22 6162.5 76 39







lour KWIIR Inside Temn . Outside Temn.
1 5987.5 7fi 37
2 6150.0 75 36
3 6137.5 75 36
h 6187.5 75 35
5 6137.5 75 35
6 6200.0 75 3^
7 6550.0 76 33
B 7187.5 77 35
9 76B7.5 77 38
10 7^37.5 77 '^0
11 7062.5 77 '^l
12 7000.0 77 ^2
13 6812.5 78 h2
1^1 6900.0 78 ^12
15 6862.5 78 '^2
16 6800.0 78 ill
17 6775.0 78 1^0
18 6912.5 78 39
19 7112.5 78 38
20 7137.5 78 37
21 7100.0 78 36
22 6700.0 78 37
23 6612.5 78 38





Example of Saving Vari ation with Outsi de Temnerature
Example Bulldlnp;:
2H hr. Base Load = 2000 KW
10 hr. Manufacturlnr T,oad =» lOOO KW
Heat T.oss
(Conduction and Air Chanp:e
)
= TOO KW/°^ of AT
Mr Chanp;e Heat Loss at 1 Air Change
per hour = 75 KW/°F of A'^
Calculations:
A. 60 °F AT
Load Required:
2000 KW + 1000 KW + 100 KW/°F • 60 op
= 0000 KW
Savinpis for 10 ^F thermostat lowerlnp;: and cuttlnp;
air chanp.e rate to \ change per hour
.
New Heat Loss Is:
25 KW/°F (Conduction Loss) +
75 KW/°F (Air Chann;e Loss) • O.5
= 62.5 KW/°F
Thermostat Lowerlnr; Savinr^s:
62.5 KW/°T^ X 10 "f = 625 KW
-107-

Air Change Savings Is:
0.5 X 75 KW/°F X 60 °F = IQ50 KW
Total Saved is:
2575 KW or 28.7"^
D. For 50 op AT
Total Load Is:
2000 KW + ]000 KW + 100 KW/°F x 50 "F
= BOOO KW
Thermostat Lowerlnp; Savings is:
62.5 KW/°F X 10 °F = 625 KW
Air Change Savings is:
0.5 X 75 KW/°F X 50 op = 1525 KW
Total Saved is 2250 KW
or 28.17.
C. For 30 °F AT
Total Tioad is:




Air Change Savings is:
0.5 X 75 KW/°P X 30 "f = 975 KW
Total Savings is:
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